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Owls: Images and Voices in the Ojibwa and
Midewiwin Wo r l d s

MICHAEL M. POMEDLI

In a previous article I focused on otter, the animal on the first spiritual level
of the Midewiwin healing society. For the Great Lakes Ojibwa,1 otter is present
in many ways: as an experienced corporeal reality in nature; as a central
theme in stories, on scrolls and medicine bags, and in non-figurative patterns.
I argued that otter had a vivid and expansive presence and was a powerful
force not only in the life of the Ojibwa in general, but also in the ritual and
life of the Mide practitioners. Since otter so thoroughly informed the spiritu-
al practices of the Midewiwin and since these same leaders were also signato-
ries to Treaty Three, their expectations about the treaty were informed by
otter.2

In this article I will ascend the Mide ladder to the next ritual rung and
examine the role another specific animal played in the life of the Ojibwa and
the Midewiwin. Which animal symbol is on the second step in the Midewiwin
ceremonies? With regard to the Woodlands Ojibwa, Robert and Pat
Ritzenthaler list the second-degree Mide bags as those of owl or hawk skins.3

For the Minnesota and Great Lakes Ojibwa, Fred K. Blessing and Julia
Harrison give hawk as a second-degree bag and owl as a third-degree one.4 For
Northern Minnesota, W. J. Hoffman states that the pouch of the fourth-
degree initiated contained an owl.5 For the more eastern Ojibwa, Ruth
Landes places weasel and mink as second and third.6 I will focus on the owl,
but will also make allusions to the hawk.

Stories, images, and voices of the owl offer a window into the Ojibwa
world. These impressions give an indication of the prized qualities of the owl,
qualities that the Ojibwa appropriated and brought with them to treaty sign-
ing. Animals, however, are not merely objects to be heard, viewed, and prized,
but agents who have voices and fellow subjects on life’s path. Their approach
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is multifaceted since they can scare, protect, guide, and mediate. Indeed, they
are guardians that are sometimes indistinguishable from human persons, for
they often reciprocally exchange places, features, and roles with humans. 

Although the stories provide visions of the owl, they also, and perhaps
preeminently, give voice to the animal being—voices articulated by the story-
teller, the sonority of owls’ names, the vocalizations of owl, and the human
songs attributed to owl. Midewiwin ceremonies also feature the rattle sound
of an evil-thwarting shaker together with other ritual reverberations.

NON-OJIBWA ETHNOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

I will briefly examine from non-Ojibwa sources the two types of owls that fig-
ure prominently in Ojibwa stories, although the Ojibwa did not rigidly classi-
fy them in this way. The information this examination provides is sometimes
in contrast with subsequent stories, as well as pictographic and representa-
tional forms. The first type is the Northern Hawk Owl (Surnia ulula). It does
not regularly migrate, but moves in relation to food sources. This species is
atypical of most owls because it hunts during daylight hours, using sight more
than hearing to locate its prey. Hawk Owl is of medium size, and in flight its
pointed wings, long tail, and swift nature appear hawk-like. Among its varied
calls is a repeated hawk-like chattering. While it generally inhabits coniferous
and deciduous forests, it can also be found in open tundra areas, which
include tree-lined watercourses. Since the Hawk Owl is not afraid of people,
it will nest close to human settlements.7 Humans, however, often have an eerie
feeling about animals that exhibit such kindred characteristics as binocular
vision and acoustic projections within the range of the human voice.8

The second species under consideration is the Boreal Owl or Tengmalm’s
Owl (Aegolius funereus). Mainly nocturnal, its most common call is the territo-
rial song of the male, which varies widely among individuals. “It is a series of
‘Poop’ notes followed by a 3–4 second break, then another series. . . . The
male will emit a low ‘Wood’ or ‘Wood-whoohd’ to contact a breeding
female.”9 The Boreal Owl will scan the ground by moving its head slowly from
side to side, listening for the movement of potential prey as it hunts, using pri-
marily its excellent directional hearing. It inhabits a range of forests from
pure coniferous to pure deciduous.10 

Some general considerations regarding owls are in order. There are 134
living species.11 They have 70-degree, three-dimensional binocular vision, with
a total field of 110 degrees. The bobbing and pivoting of their heads enables
them to absorb several viewpoints, a parallax method, as their heads shift
around.12 Their ears, which are positioned quite far apart, can provide clues
as to the direction and distance of prey. Their powerful talons and beak, plus
their ability to fly silently, make them formidable predators.13 Their relatively
large wings with feathers and velvet pile dampen the sound of air movement,
enabling them to hunt by stealth in complete darkness using sound alone to
guide them.14

I noted above that owls and other animals among the Ojibwa are more
than “creatures out there,” but are independent and interconnected agents.
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Future considerations concerning the owl will indicate the formative power of
owls. Their influence affects not only relatively isolated individuals but espe-
cially cultural locales and more specifically the political arm of the Ojibwa,
the Midewiwin. This religious-political interstices is not developed in this arti-
cle, but the power of the owl is singled out and highlighted.

OWL AS BAD LUCK, BAD MEDICINE

According to the Ojibwa, the owl has a multifaceted personality. Its negative
characteristics are often recounted. Its presence as sinister power has fre-
quently been used to frighten children into submission. Ojibwa parents
taught their children that if they did not go to sleep or behave, an owl would
carry them away.15 

Howard Corbiere recalls an Ojibwa-Odawa story that illustrates this
parental ploy. “The Ojibwe people call the owl Ko-Ko-Ko, because that is the
kind of sound he makes. They believed that he possessed magical powers,
which were not always used for the good.”16 A specific story involves a young
boy, his father, Nannebush,17 and an owl. The boy observes the owl’s strange
action of turning its head in a full circle, while the boy can turn his head only
half-way around. Along with his father, he wonders if it is magic that enables
the owl to turn its head so completely. To account for this magical procedure,
the father tells the story of an owl.

The father began his narration by recalling kind and helpful Nannebush.
Like the boy, Nannebush also “decided to go for a walk in the forest. He often
did this. It was one of his favorite pastimes. It was a nice day—but the forest
was thick and dark.

While Nannebush was walking along the trail, something struck
him from behind. It kept striking at him, over and over again. It was
an owl—and a very bold one, for he challenged Nannebush to a fight.

The two struggled together for some time. Each one tried to outwit the
o t h e r. Then Nannebush suddenly grabbed owl’s head with a firm grip.
With all his strength, he twisted the head of the owl all the way around.

Ever since then, the owl has been able to turn his head all the way
around. He can look in front of him and see where he is going. Then
he can turn his head backwards and see where he has been.

Ojibwe children are warned by their parents never to act like an
owl, because the same thing might happen to them. To Ojibwe peo-
ple the owl is a sign of bad luck—even to this day.18

The strangeness and difference of the procedure of turning one’s head
completely around is off-putting and serves as a warning to avoid an owl and
its actions. Although the procedure seems weird and awful, it nevertheless
retains a certain awesomeness about it, and for an owl, a swiveling head is
quite an asset! 

W. J. Hoffman narrates a story of Manabush/Nanabozho who, with his
grandmother Nokomis, notices an owl and a wildcat on the opposite side of a
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stream. “Suddenly the Owl said ‘Hu-hu-hu-hu, hu-hu-hu-hu; see how I shall
strike him; I shall drive him off easily enough.’ Then Ma’nabush became
alarmed, and said to his grandmother, ‘Grandmother, they are going to attack
us; let us fly!’” With grandma on his back, Manabush fled the attack of the
manitous “who were ana’maqki’u.”19 These dreaded manitous are interpreted
as antagonistic underwater creatures who give Manabush “much annoyance at
the time of his growing to manhood, and at the establishment of the Mita-wit,
or Grand Medicine society.” On the other hand, thunderbirds have names
cognate with these underwater creatures, so the scare can be interpreted as
coming from both regions of the earth.20

Two additional versions of the owl story, told mostly by mothers and
grandmothers in Minnesota, involve a little girl. 

The first version is similar to the previous one which featured a young
boy. In addition to using the owl as a means of making children “be good,”
the story uses owl “as a threat to keep children close to the wigwam. One old
man recalled his mother saying, ‘If you go to the sugar bush at night, the owl
will come and carry you away in his ear.’ Besides the owl, Ojibwa parents used
the Sioux and the Frenchman (or any other white man) as a warning or
threat. We were told how important it was for children to be taught to be
quiet, for sometimes it could be a matter of life or death.” 

The story has a reversal to it, for the owl’s abduction of the little girl does
not seem to hurt her or teach her the required lesson, but instead creates anx-
iety in the mother. In trying to teach her child a lesson, the mother herself
had exposed her daughter to the owl. During the period of abduction, the owl
and girl share a kindred spirit, for the child is never afraid, is nourished and
clothed by the bird for four years, and is returned safely to her home. “The
little girl said that she had been in a tree and that she was given all kinds of
meat to eat, rabbit and other kinds. So the mother thought the owl must have
taken her and cared for her.”21

In the second version, the mother is more aggressive, even commanding
the owl several times to take the child. Reluctantly, the owl takes her. The
mother naturally becomes anxious and lonesome, and searches for the little
girl. Feeling the mother’s worrisome state, the owl returns the girl safely and
in good condition. There is a lesson for parents to be temperate in threaten-
ing their children, for their actions might prove detrimental both to them-
selves and their child. “Never again did the mother tell her children that the
owl would get them,”22 the story concludes. So we notice in these stories that
the negative qualities of an owl are sometimes founded more in the percep-
tion of individual Ojibwa rather than in the owl itself. 

But the Ojibwa did more than merely frighten children with their owl sto-
ries; according to Frances Densmore they used the medium of an owl to do
evil. Densmore outlines a method whereby “the skin of an owl was removed,
dried, and filled with ‘medicine.’ It was said this was sent through the air to
the lodge of the person to be affected.”23 In fact, there is a song accompany-
ing this poisonous missive. Persons in the camp nearly starved. Shooting the
menacing bird and burning its skin, however, resulted in no harm to the
inhabitants.24 
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Victor Barnouw recounts the need for guarded actions toward owls, for
their powers can result in mesmerizing effects and even death. In a story, a
hunter merely intends to poke a sleeping owl, when “suddenly the owl
opened its eyes and stared at him. ‘I couldn’t get my eyes off the owl. . . . I felt
something hot go through me, and I felt weak. Then I walked away and could
still feel those eyes on my back like a hot rag. I thought of what my grandfa-
ther used to tell me about the owl. I haven’t gone near one since.’”25

In another story, after an owl disturbed his sick and grieving wife, a hus-
band shot the bird. The subsequent death of an old man (in this and in
another story) is associated with killing this owl. The narrator concludes: “It
will be remembered that an owl is encountered on the road to the other
world.”26

According to a real-life incident on Manitoulin Island, bearwalker is por-
trayed as a “demon in the form of a hoot-owl.”27 The term demon, however, has
Euro-American affinities and bearwalker can take on many different forms.

Nodinens of Mille Lacs narrates an event in which he listened to an owl
following him. In camp he said: “You must preserve every bit of deer. This is
a bad sign, and we will not get any more game for a long time.” He concludes:
“The hunters went out every day, but could find nothing.”28

In Northern Ontario, even an Ojibwa recreational activity such as the
moccasin betting game portrays owls in a negative way, for an owl confirms a
bettor’s loss.29

In summation, an owl’s personality  is pluriform and complex. An owl can
be regarded both as a threatening sinister power and a benevolent advocate.
An owl can represent the power of the air but can curiously engender tandem
powers in the water. It can have a mesmerizing effect and also be associated
with sickness, grief, and death; it can thwart successful hunting and can con-
firm an obvious loss during a game of chance. The owl’s menacing eye, eerie
sound, and predatory possibilities provide a measuring stick both for individ-
ual and community self-examination and correction. 

OWL AS PROTECTOR

In several accounts an owl is regarded as a protector of humans.30 The main
character in a story from Big Trout Lake in Northern Ontario is covered with
an owl skin, is called Owl Skin, and exhorts fellow humans to kill owls in order
to use their skin to cover their shelters.31 Barnouw tells of a solicitous owl, an
individual’s guardian spirit, that refers to a freezing individual as grandson,
who in turn refers to him as grandfather. “Then the owl wrapped his big wings
around him and sheltered him all the rest of the night.”32

Alfred Kiyana of the Fox presents a rich and varied medicine song text
and ceremony in which there is weeping over the killed and wounded. An owl
provides blessings, enabling the people to cross rivers unimpeded and to heal
wounds. A girl in the narrative invokes an owl pack that “gladdens the peo-
ple” and makes cliffs passable, widens rivers, mends broken bones, resists the
shots of enemies, and provides knowledge about unpredictable and
inscrutable events.33 An owl enters ceremonies and hoots “in the space
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between the fires.”34 An owl commands people to hoot, to make an offering
to grandfather owl in order to live long. The healed begin to sing and smoke
a catlinite pipe. There are assurances that grandfather owl will protect and
bless both present and future generations as long as the world lasts.35 An owl’s
continuous song will oversee the earth through its seasonal changes, and pro-
tect his people by making them warriors. In a symbiotic relationship with an
owl, people are commanded to sing loudly (women are to hum), hold their
rattles firmly, while sounding them boldly. “The manitou himself listens to all
of them and hears how the gourds sound. . . . If you desire long life for your-
selves, that is what you are to do.”36

William Jones narrates that Nanabozho and his brother created every-
thing in the world, including owls, to help humans when they themselves are
created.37

Owls, therefore, protect humans physically by sheltering them with their
skin and feathers. Those protected take on the character and appearance of
an owl. In its positive personal relationship with humans, an owl aids them in
distressing times and is a harbinger of the future. An owl’s sonorous hoot and
its mimicked and appropriated expression assure long life.

The owl is medicinal in many different ways, an emphasis of the Midewiwin
lodge and ceremonies.3 8 The owl’s healing balm and songs inform and trans-
form both the Ojibwa in general and the Mide participants in particular.

OWL AS ALTRUISTIC TEACHER

Joseph Morris gives a story from Big Trout Lake of Owl Man. Owl Man is by
nature dependent on Kwokwokwo (Hawk Owl) with whom he has a pact to
kill four owls per day, no more, no less. In this story, coverings and clothes are
entirely of feathers and owl parts, and Owl Man’s matakwan (lodge) is of owl
skin. When Owl Man meets someone in great need, he shares his goods with
the unfortunate one and also counsels this person to kill the correct number
of owls every day. Such a regimen and an adaptation to Kwokwokwo’s habitat
ensure food and shelter. Wisdom consists in helping others.39

Emmanuel Desveaux documents two additional stories, one going back to
the Old Times, in which the same type of pact is enacted, this time concern-
ing the killing of grouse.40 True to patterns in many stories, the interdiction
to kill only the allotted number is violated with the consequence of almost
dying from hunger. There are allusions to imprudence and greed.41

In another story by John-George Morris, Mingesowash (Eagle’s Nest) is
given the same restricted command as given above, which he seemed to vio-
late unconsciously. The woeful result is that his child is swept away in a stream.
His wife berates him for his disobedience: “Why do you not now understand
what was said to you many times? When they taught you how to live they told
you never to kill more than you should!”42

In the story, “Nanabozho and the Hoot Owl,” some owls notice how
stingy Nanabozho is with the fish he catches. These owls make their “funny
noises,” thereby frightening Nanabozho. In fleeing he leaves his catch
behind. At home he tries to save face with Nokomis about his failure to
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bring home any fish by declaring his generosity in letting the Manitous have
it all!4 3

There is another story in which the animals get together to find a way to
put some color into their white coats. On that occasion, Hoohoomisseu, the
owl, was appointed leader, and sitting very solemnly on a stump he spoke to
the other birds. These birds decided to send this owl as a delegate, along with
duck and gull, to meet with the Great Spirit.44

We already referred to Densmore’s citation and song of an owl and bad
medicine. To illustrate the virtue of sharing, let us examine it in more
detail. 

[A husband and wife came to an old Mide healer who] gave them
food and made them comfortable. Late that night the old Mide got
ready to sing, and while he was singing he sent an owl over to the
camp where the Indians lived who were trying to starve this man and
his wife. . . . The old rule was that if a man killed an animal he must
first divide it among the camps; then he must cook his own share of
the meat and invite all the old men to come and eat it with him. If he
failed to do this they would be jealous and would “starve him out,” as
was the case with this man and his wife. 

In addition to protection and sustenance, the needy couple was given medi-
cine to enable them to approach animals in the hunt. “The other camp could
get no food after the owl went to the camp. The Indians there nearly starved,
but the man and his wife had plenty of game.”45

An owl thus provides an example of wise and generous sharing by giving
its feathers and skin and commanding a regular regimen in life. Otherwise
bad medicine will spread, affecting even the animals and thereby jeopardiz-
ing the survival of all. While the Ojibwa negotiations regarding Treaty Three
concern their health and survival, the owl stories expand this context to
include wholesome bonds which sharing ensures. 

OWL AND DIRECTIONS, WINDS, AND SEASONS

Though thunderbirds are more frequently associated with the foursome of
directions, winds, and seasons, owls have relationships with them also. In
“Kwokwokwo and the Warm Wind,” Solomon Begg narrates that Kwokwokwo
and Odi’jak (crane) decide to search for the warm wind since some people
are privileged to experience it and others not. They find that the warm wind
is kept in the south, in a matakwan (lodge). Kwokwokwo and others attack the
matakwan and free the warm wind. “That’s why today, from time to time, the
warm wind blows from the south.”46

Desveaux notes that ritual celebrations and the winds serve to punctuate
the regular routine. While winds give the assurance that there is permanence
or regularity to the seasons, they do account for variations.47 Hawk Owl, as the
intelligence and guide of the winds, announces the weather variations.
Different seasons result in different conditions and possibilities in the natur-
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al environment. When starvation looms, for instance, cold wind and snow
might presage a successful deer hunt.48

Owls mediate with and direct the four winds,49 an importance mirrored
by the prominence accorded the number four and the cardinal
directions/winds in Mide rituals. In addition there are four (or eight) Mide
stages, each with certain ritual instruments, pouches, bags, mats, poles, and
variant practices.50

Owls with other birds and their songs are also time indicators. Owls and
other birds enliven the air with their songs, thus punctuating and specifying each
particular season. Their soundings mingle with the wind, making it alive also and
naming it a carrier of life. As an older Ojibwa remarks, “The songs are alive,
more alive than us.”5 1 Basil Johnston writes of diver bird whose singing conquers
winter and brings summer into being.5 2 Death gives way to life. 

Solomon Begg recounts events in the spring when the rapids are very
powerful. Boreal Owl, Kashkejabish, tries so hard to outshout the roaring
rapids that he loses his voice. “It is thus that in spring Kashkejabish utters a cry
which resembles that of the rapids.”53 In another story, crow and Canada
Goose try to outvoice the rapids, but cannot mask its competing sounds. Only
Boreal Owl’s continuous call is equal to the rapids. “That’s what he does still
today in the spring.”54

There are several illustrations of the sonorous environment at the end of
winter. At this time of year the ice begins to melt and the flowing water
increases its noise and disengages itself progressively from the ice. One listens
to the song of Boreal Owl, a little wild at first, perched in a tree very close to
the encampment, even in the middle of it. Its song is as continuous as the
reverberations of the waterfall. Thus this owl engages in a consonant but com-
petitive song with the river. In this story, Boreal Owl loses the competition, but
a tensile concurrence of the owl’s song and the continuous sound of the river
continues so that it is impossible to discern whether the auditory impression
is the voice of the owl or that of the river. In fact, the competition ceases alto-
gether and the utterances meld into one.55

Desveaux notes that there is even more symbolism between owl and
spring, owl and spring water, owl and warmth and new life. A continuous
sound, except for the wind in the trees, is uncommon in the subboreal forest.
The subtle and continuous gusts of the wind gather all events into its
embrace. In contrast, an animal’s sounding manifests a discontinuous pres-
ence. Thus the absolute silence and the seemingly total absence of life on the
coldest days of winter are stirred by the least movements and expressions of
animal life. Just as animals interrupt the silence of winter, so the hunter must
act within nature’s acoustical sphere of silence to approach game. In making
sounds when striking the animal, the hunter, like the animal before him, rup-
tures the silence for an instant, and in the act of ensuring death also guaran-
tees his group a livelihood. 

The silence-sound interplay is continued in the healing process. To avert
the perpetual silence of death, the healer uses the sounds of the rattle, drum,
and recitative chant. Life itself is a reciprocity between voices and silence: lul-
labies and cooing provide a sonorous prelude to sleep, and vision quests are
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in many ways acoustical quests. It is Kwokwokwo who speaks and understands
all human conversations directly.56

Sylvie Berbaum recounts the role that the rattle plays for the Ojibwa of
the Treaty Three region. In the uncreated world there is merely the sound of
the shaker/rattle, for not all of the world is manifest as yet.57 But the shaker’s
sound is not unrelated to creation, for the seeds of the gourd in a gourd rat-
tle are the elements of regeneration.58 Such cosmic reverberations and other
influences enter the Midewiwin lodge itself, for as Johnston notes, the “lodge
was open at the top, free to receive life, light, and the sound of the whole
world and the universe.”59

The rattles specifically “were shaken to dispel the spirit of suffering and
ill health,” Johnston writes.60 Like the drum, rattles also gather the people,
but while the drum gathers good spirits, the rattle dispels bad spirits.61

According to Berbaum, “the rattle has this expelling function because of its
link with origins; the sound of the rattle, recalling the original one, returns to
the source, to a beginning without sickness and bad spirits. The rattle is the
reverberating presence par excellence of a therapeutic milieu.”62

We have already noted that owls were often barometers of and partici-
pants in change through the winds and the seasons of the year. Hoffman
writes specifically of the Midewiwin ceremony and the owl. The lodge had ten
poles, squared, with each of its four parts oriented to the four directions. The
colors were a function of this orientation: white for east; green for south; red
for west, and black for north. At the top of each pole is “the stuffed body of
the white owl.” The poles were distributed throughout the four Midewiwin
degrees, with owl featured in all four degrees. Also the pouch of the initiated
of the fourth degree contained an owl.6 3

Ojibwa artist Ahmoo Angeconeb writes more generally about the role
that birds, one the Creator’s gifts, play as spirits of the air. “The spirit of the
air is with us through our cycle of life. It brings greeting to us when we are
born, and it is the last element to be with us when we pass on to the spirit
world. The bird is also the bearer of messages for the Anishnawbek,
because it can fly in the air, walk on the land, swim on the water, and dive
u n d e rw a t e r, going where we cannot.”6 4

In summary, while an owl is closely associated with the south wind, it also
has a relationship with all four winds and four seasons. An owl intelligently
mediates with and guides the winds to bring in the appropriate seasons,
breaking winter’s silence and speaking against and also in unison with the
rapids. Silence and sound reciprocate in the seasons as well as in dynamic
hunting rituals, in creation and regeneration, and in healing, sleep, and
death. In the Midewiwin ceremony, the rattle reverberates and recalls mythic
times of wholeness and dispels bad spirits, a ritual directed by the owl’s pres-
ence and voice in all four Midewiwin degrees.

OWL AND THE DEAD

While an owl sings with the spring rapids and heralds the advent of new life, it is
also associated with death. In the novel, The Owl’s Song, owl manitou speaks with
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an infallible voice of a coming death.6 5 In fact, an owl’s call can presage the death
of specific beings, summoning them to a home where they belong.66

Stories from Lac du Flambeau recount Nanabozho’s causing the death of
two of his brothers.6 7 One of his brothers makes the road to the other world and
places markers along the way. One marker, on the left side of the road, is that of
an owl. “The Indians say that the owl’s eyes are like a looking glass, and he looks
just awful. When he speaks of the owl at the last supper with a dead person, sit-
ting next to the coffin, the Mide priest says, ‘When you see your grandfather’s
eyes shining like glass, don’t be afraid of him. Just go up and offer him your
tobacco. He’ll take it.’ They don’t say ‘the owl.’ They speak of him as ‘your grand-
f a t h e r. ’ ”6 8 Thus owls are protectors of the dead, but even more than that they are
the very ancestors who have passed to the spirit world. 

I have already noted the paralyzing and haunting effects of an owl’s
gaze.69 An owl presents a double mirror with life on one side and death on the
other. This is akin to the Mide mediation between life and death, with its heal-
ing lodge erected near water, thereby presenting not only ways to ensure life,
but also a death or ghost lodge.70

In another story from Lac Court Oreille, “the Great Mystery” had instruct-
ed various manitous to be at the service of Nanabozho to help his uncles and
their descendants. Bear and Daylight come from the east, offering, respec-
tively, strength and luminosity for meetings. Kukukuu, the Great Owl, says, “I
shall come and sit by the burial place of the dead, to see that their resting
place is not disturbed.”71

The role an owl plays for the dead is more clearly delineated in some
Midewiwin birchbark scrolls. Skwekomik’s master scroll from Red Lake,
Minnesota, shows a circular village of the dead containing a ghost lodge.7 2 T h e
path of the dead runs from a Mide lodge to the ghost lodge in the direction of
the setting sun. Some master scrolls have varieties of fruits and a tree on the side
of the path to lure travelers away from the home of the dead. According to
Johann G. Kohl’s drawing,7 3 a crooked log stretches across the stream but it is of
inadequate length to reach the opposite shore. Infants and children therefore
need help to cross the stream to reach the ghost lodge. In other versions, the log
takes the form of a serpentine monster who hinders access unless proper rites are
i n v o k e d .7 4 According to Skwekomik’s illustration, Kokoko the owl is the guide
along this path. He had loaned his eyes to Nanabozho when he visited his broth-
er wolf in the afterworld. On another scroll depicting the upper or sky degrees,
Red Sky shows a flock of birds and Selwyn Dewdney assumes owl is among them.7 5

To recapitulate, the owl presents several layers of meaning and several
relationships in the Ojibwa world. An owl summons the dead and becomes a
relative, a grandfather mediating between life and death, and guides by loan-
ing its eyes to travelers on the path to death.

OWL AND CONSERVATION

In another story, Hawk Owl and Boreal Owl contest the paternity of a child
from their mutual lover Wapise, Willow Grouse. The intricate test for pater-
nity indicates that Boreal Owl is the father, much to the dismay of Hawk Owl.
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At the conclusion of the story, Hawk Owl encounters Attitamo, the squirrel.
Squirrel pleads for his life and promises to plant beautiful trees. 

The north or west wind, when defeated, changes into a squirrel, an ani-
mal which like the wind takes part in the reproduction of trees. Squirrels are
also part of this reawakening.76 

Hawk Owl and Boreal Owl are associated with the older and younger gen-
erations, respectively, both exhibiting their interdependence, tension (but
also alliance), direct concurrence, and cooperation.

OWL AND THE ORIGIN OF DAY AND NIGHT

There is a Menominee story on the origins of night and day. In that story,
Wapus (rabbit) encounters Totoba (the Saw-whet owl) and in the presence of
all the animals in the forest, the two battle for the rule of daylight (wabon) and
darkness by repeating the words day and night. Totoba errs and daylight wins,
but Wapus gives conquered Totoba/darkness a meaningful place, and thus
day and night are born.77

In one being, the owl is “the integration of contraries for the sake of
enduring, generative harmony,” Thomas D. Thompson notes. “Totoba, as
dark, happily still has a place in the perpetuating of the fluctuating, genera-
tive qualities peculiar to life in all circumstances. That such an uncommonly
good truth might be known, Gook kook’oo’oo, usually a night-flyer, proves the
proper messenger. Her unusual voice indicates light-filled life always visiting
everywhere, even the darkest places. She manifests the great mystery that
physical objects may be seen in daylight, but the life force itself, unseen as if
in darkness, is still to be recognized and respected.”78

REPRESENTATIONS OF OWL

Representations of the owl occur both in Ojibwa life in general and on the
Midewiwin scrolls and in their ceremonies. These images often join other
avian Ojibwa forms. We have already noted that other birds vie with owl and
hawk for the second rung in the Mide rites. According to Hoffman, thunder-
bird was in charge of the second-degree lodge of the Midewiwin as well as of
the Jiissakid’s Shaking Tent.79 Acoustical patterns of owls are present in the
Ojibwa vocalizations of their various names. Their names, derived from the
land according to George Copway, are the sounds that the animals produce.80

Missionary Claude Allouez noted in the seventeenth century the mutual and
reciprocal sounds made by the Ottawa and birds.81 Owls are the good mani-
tous of the sky realm and of the four winds. 

Grace Rajnovich notes a petroglyph at Picture Rock Island, Lake of the
Woods, Ontario, with a hand, bird, and sky communication line.82 An open
hand is a gesture of prayer.83 There are effigy mounds in the shape of birds,
as well as pipes, pottery, and other pieces decorated with birds.84

While thunderbirds are often depicted in paintings and petroglyphs with
powerlines from their wings, denoting knowledge and power from above, I
have not seen such images of owls. Thunderbird is often the power manitou
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which represents the four winds and makes things grow. We have seen owls
performing in these capacities also.85

Representations of a foursome are common in Ojibwa designs. Coleman
notes that circles or dots are often arranged in groups of fours and eights. The
“design is composed of two crossed spirals, forming either a single or double
swastika. It represents the four directions or winds, symbolizing universal
power. It is used in the Midé mnemonic scrolls which the Midé priests inter-
pret as signifying the road of life the Ojibwa should follow if he wishes happi-
ness and long life. According to informants the true Ojibwa swastika always
contains a circle in the center, representing the sun or Kijé manito.”86

Representations of real birds (very few owls) as well as imaginary ones are
“used in decorating fire bags, birch bark baskets, Midé drums and birch bark
s c r o l l s . ”8 7 Coleman gives illustrations of birch bark baskets, boxes, and trays on
which there are four branches, signifying possibly the directions and winds;8 8 i n
the context of games, Coleman gives two bitten designs in patterns of fours.8 9

Not illustrated are the seemingly irretrievable dream figures made of
cloth or hide which were carried on the person who wanted the protection its
presence assured. A specific article worn was the result of a dream command
by a specific manitou, for in the article dwelled the manitou. While the article
manifested the manitou and animal, the dream itself remained a mystery gen-
erally undisclosed to others. But some dreams became public through depic-
tions of dream symbols. “One of my informants,” Coleman writes, “told of
having seen an owl used as a dream symbol embroidered on a man’s cloth-
ing.”90 Dream symbols were crafted on women’s dresses, and on head and
neck bands.91 There is a four winds design on a rattle used by the Mide lead-
ers in curing the sick and in a Midewiwin ceremony.92

The spirit presence of the owl is pervasive in Ojibwa life, reinforcing the
sounds and values the owl voiced in the stories.

CONCLUSION

In contrast to strictly informational accounts of owls as given in the beginning
of this article, the owl has a more humanistic and contextual presence in
Ojibwa life. I have noted owls’ nuanced voices which also provide informa-
tion, but of a more relational type, that of the winds and the seasons of the
year, for instance. As Vine Deloria states, “Indian knowledge provides a pre-
dictive context in which certain prophetic statements can be made.”93

Owl had and still has an abiding presence in Ojibwa stories and cultural
representations. Beyond that an owl had a presence in the ceremonies of the
Midewiwin shown by its inclusion on their ritual birchbark scrolls. Owl’s
proclamations and activities transformed Ojibwa lives, with some people
appropriating owl so profoundly that they were called owls. Can we conclude
that the Mide practitioners even more than the nonpractitioners appropriat-
ed owl’s qualities more readily? There is evidence that they made these appro-
priations in a significant way, for the owl as creature, symbol, and manitou is
evident in Midewiwin scrolls. These scrolls provided the structure for
Midewiwin ceremonies. 
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Mide leaders were immersed in stories, representations, and celebrations
of owls. Stories provided accounts of owls which parallel those of the
Midewiwin rites, for on the one hand the owl is a benevolent advocate and
protector in cases of sickness, grief, and death. This role of advocate and pro-
tector was the main thrust of the Midewiwin ceremonials. On the other hand,
the owl was also regarded as a sinister and threatening power, a threat mir-
rored in the fifth to eighth steps in the Midewiwin initiation. In like manner,
the owl displayed contrasting but interrelated spiritual powers as it was asso-
ciated with the air, but also with the earth and water, all concerns of
Midewiwin rituals. We have evidence of an owl in a Midewiwin song, giving
rise to speculation that the owl’s sonorous hoot permeated the Midewiwin
assembly assuring the Ojibwa of long life. 

The owl shares his wisdom, commands a regular regimen in life, mediates
with the four directions and winds, guiding them vocally to initiate recipro-
cally both silence and sounds. Such interplay is evident in hunting rituals, cre-
ation and regeneration, and healing, sleep, and death, truly cyclic and cosmic
relationships. The owl is visually present in all four stages of spiritual initia-
tion in the Midewiwin ceremonies, and acoustically present in the rattle which
dispels bad spirits and recalls mythic times of wholeness. On the Midewiwin
scrolls, the owl is portrayed as a relative, a grandfather, summoning the dead.
The owl thus mediates life and death, and guides by loaning its eyes to trav-
elers on the path to death. Just as the Mide ceremonies involve life and death,
the owl integrates light and dark, the seen and the unseen. Also, in Ojibwa life
in general there are many representations of the owl, from vocalizations to
depictions on both ceremonial and domestic objects.

Ojibwa society in general and the Mide practitioners in particular were
steeped in a culture which treasured the owl. But these people practiced not
only in the spiritual domain, but also on the political front; of the leaders who
signed Treaty Three those of the Midewiwin formed a significant part.94 It is
reasonable to assume that these Mide leaders became the voices and messen-
gers of the owl and became the owl itself in treaty signing. The formative
influence of the owl, then, spans pre-treaty times, the treaty negotiations and
signing, and post-treaty days.

There are two general conclusions regarding the owl and the Ojibwa.
First, that the owl needed places to dwell, a homeland, both in story and cer-
emonial form and in territorial locales; second, that the owl and other ani-
mals figured profoundly in the lives and lifestyle of the Ojibwa. There is a
connection between the above conclusions and Treaty Three: the Ojibwa
could not have willingly ceded proprietorship of their lands which furnished
homes for the owl and which fashioned the very identity of the Ojibwa.95 
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